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Philosophy

The primary aim of this project is to offer research support for a book project centered on Ancient Philosophy. Assistance is desired across various phases of book development and launch including curating quotes/passages, doing literature reviews, finding research related to certain themes, editing the manuscript as it is developed, and creating outlines for blog posts or Twitter threads on related topics. Within these given parameters, the exact nature of this project can be customized to align with the student's particular interests and strengths.

STUDENT

Research assistant's duties:
Student duties will depend, in part, on the direction the student wants to go, but duties will include all or a subset of the assistance needed as described above.

Required skills or qualifications:
Desired qualifications include: Strong research skills, with the ability to gather, analyze, and synthesize information. Ability to use a designed style guide to properly cite all sources. Excellent writing and editing skills. Interest in social media platforms, blogs, and digital storytelling. Self-motivated and able to work both independently and collaboratively. Familiarity with Ancient Greek or Latin and/or with blogging and Twitter threads.

Skills student will acquire:
Students will acquire the following skills: Research Skills, Editing and Writing Skills, Content Creation and Communication, Time Management and Organization, and Problem Solving and Decision-Making.